Laparoscopic radical prostatectomy: the value of intraoperative frozen sections.
To examine the clinical and pathological value of intraoperative frozen section (IFS) in patients undergoing laparoscopic radical prostatectomy (L-RPE) for clinically localized prostate cancer. The study includes 198 consecutive cases of L-RPE. After removal of the prostate, a 2-3mm circumferential specimen was obtained from the apical and bladder neck soft-tissue margin and submitted for IFS examination. In cases suspicious for capsular incision (n=57), IFS were taken from the neurovascular bundle/lateral pedicle. The IFS diagnosis from the apical, bladder neck, and neurovascular bundle/lateral pedicle soft-tissue margins was adenocarcinoma in 12 (6%), 1 (0.5%), and 2 (1%) cases, respectively. Patient age, clinical stage, and mean specimen weight were not associated with cancer at the apical IFS. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value of the apical IFS to predict cancer in the permanent section of the apical soft-tissue margin was 96%, 70%, 97%, 58%, and 98%, respectively. All the patients (n=15) with cancer at IFS had wide resections of additional tissue in the area of positive soft-tissue margin and all had no cancer in the additional resected tissue. Especially at the apex, IFS decreases the overall PSM status on surgical specimen by 5.1% (apical PSM from 8.6% to 3.5%). Because of the low predictive value of IFS of bladder neck and neurovascular bundle/lateral pedicle their use is not recommended. IFS of the apex should be performed to reduce the PSM rate.